Abstract. The simple plant location problem (SPLP) is considered and a genetic algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. By using the developed algorithm it is possible to solve SPLP with more than 1000 facility sites and customers. Computational results are presented and compared to dual based algorithms.
1. Introduction
Problem formulation
Consider a set I = {1, . . . , m} of candidate sites for facility location, and a set J = {1, . . . , n} of customers. Each facility i ∈ I has a fixed cost f i . Every customer j ∈ J has a demand b j , and c ij is the unit transportation cost from facility i to customer j. Without a loss of generality we can normalize the customer demands to b j = 1 [6] .
It has to be decided:
-facilities to be established and -quantities to be supplied from facility i to customer j such that the total cost (including fixed and variable costs) is minimized. Mathematically, the SPLP is formulated on the following way:
f i y i (1) subject to:
x ij = 1, for every j ∈ J;
0 ≤ x ij ≤ y i and y i ∈ {0, 1}, for every i ∈ I and every j ∈ J;
where:
x ij represents the quantity supplied from facility i to customer j; y i indicates whether facility i is established (y i = 1) or not (y i = 0). Let the set of established facilities be E = {i|y i = 1} with cardinality e = |E|.
Although some special cases of the SPLP are solvable in polynomial time (see [3, 11, 17, 26] ) in general, it is a NP-hard problem [22] . Genetic algorithms are used to solve some NP-hard problems in [10, 20] . The most recent researches show that combination of GA and local search can be successful in solving NP-hard problems (see [12, 15, 24, 25] ).
Genetic algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are robust and adaptive methods that can be used to solve search and optimization problems. GAs work with a population of individuals (usually 10-200), each representing a problem's possible solution. Each individual has an assigned fitness value according to the quality of the solution. The population evolves towards better solutions by means of randomized processes of selection, crossover, and mutation.
During the forming of a new population, the selection mechanism favors better fitted individuals to reproduce more often than the worse ones. Crossover allows the mixing of parental information when it is passed to their descendants. The result of crossover is a randomized exchange of genetic material between individuals with the possibility that good solutions can generate even better ones.
Mutation modifies individual's genetic material with some small probability p mut . Its role is to restore lost or unexplored genetic material into the population. Mutation should prevent the premature convergence of the GA to suboptimal solutions. The first generation is usually randomly initialized. For detailed informations about GA see [4] .
Informal description leads to the rough outline of a GA given in Figure 1 .
SPLP literature survey
The SPLP is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem, and many approaches have been proposed for solving it. The problem is also known as uncapacitated warehouse location problem or uncapacitated facility location problem. The presentation of all important contributions relevant to SPLP lies beyond the scope of this paper. Some important survey articles are [1, 8, 9, 14, 16, 22] . We are going to mention only several efficient and well-known methods to solve SPLP.
The Dualoc algorithm by Erlenkotter [13] has been the fastest algorithm for solving SPLP for a long time. This algorithm is based on a linear programming dual formation (LP dual) in condensed form that evolved in simple ascent and adjustment procedure. If ascent and adjustment procedures do not find optimal solution, Branch-and-Bound (BnB) procedure completes the solution process.
Guignard [18] proposed to strengthen the separable Lagrangean relaxation of the SPLP by using Benders inequalities generated during a Lagrangean dual ascent procedure. The coupling that technique with a good primal heuristic could reduce integrality gap.
In [27] Simao and Thizy presented streamlined dual simplex algorithm designed on the basis of a covering formulation of the SPLP. Their computational experience with standard data sets indicates the superiority of dual approaches.
Körkel [21] showed how to modify a primal-dual version of Erlenkotter's exact algorithm to get an improved procedure. The computational experience with large-scale problem instances indicated that speedup to Dualoc is significant (more than one order of magnitude).
Coon and Cornuejols present a method based upon the exact solution of the condensed dual of LP relaxation via orthogonal projections in [7] .
Alves and Almeida in [2] have compared the results of four versions of their simulated annealing algorithm with those of some well-known heuristic methods. The quality of the simulated annealing solutions is very good, but the computing time is significantly longer in comparison to the other ones.
In [19] Holmberg used a primal-dual solution approach based on decomposition principles. He fixed some variables in the primal subproblem and relaxed some constraints in the dual subproblem. By fixing their Lagrange multipliers, both of these problems become easier to solve than the original one. The computational tests showed advantageous in comparison to the dual ascent method of Erlenkotter.
GA implementation
Outline of GA implementation for solving SPLP is schematically described in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Outline of GA implementation.
Input

Representation
The binary encoding of facility sites is used for the given problem (SPLP). Each individual is represented by the binary string, where 1 denotes that particular facility is established, while 0 shows it is not. For the faster execution an individual string is allocated in 32-bit words.
The array y i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) is obtained from the individual string. This array indicates the established facilities. Since the capacity of the facilities has no limit, if every customer chooses the most suitable facility (with minimal transportation cost), the total cost is minimal. Note that the procedure for choosing of the most suitable facility participated only established facilities (y i = 1). Therefore, the genetic code contains only y i and the value of x ij is calculated during the evaluation of objective value function.
Objective value function
The choice of the data structure is very important for the fast implementation of objective value function. Beside transportation cost matrix this implementation also uses the indexed lists of facility sites. These lists are sorted in nondecreasing order according to transportation cost for every customer.
In the program's initialization part, built-in function qsort() produce indexed lists from transportation cost matrix. The indexed lists require about 50% additional memory, but the computation of the objective value function is several times faster.
Two different methods for computing objective value have been proposed. The choice of particular method depends on the number of established facilities e.
Its value is obtained experimentally to achieve the best performance.
If e is large (e > e 0 ), algorithm is looking for the first facility in indexed list where is y i = 1. Founded established facility i has minimal transportation cost for given customer j (x ij = 1). The choosing procedure is fast because the array y is dense and only a few steps in searching the indexed list are needed. The number of steps for every customer is approximate m/e, and overall run-time complexity
In the case of small number e, previous procedure gives poor results. It is slow because the array y is sparse and looking for adequate facility (with y i = 1) in indexed list requires many steps. In that case another strategy is performed: instead of using indexed lists this procedure uses array of ordinals. The array O contains only established facilities (O k = i where y i is k-th occurrence of 1 in the array y). Looking the most suitable facility for each customer is done by searching array of ordinals. If O k is minimum in array O then x ij = 1 for i = O k . Array y is sparse, so the length of array O is small, which guaranties fast computation. The construction phase for array O has O(m) time requirement. Nevertheless the program creates array O only once and uses it n times (once for every customer). This procedure requires e steps for each customer, so overall run-time complexity in this case is O(m + n · e).
It is easy to prove that total run-time complexity for objective value function, in the worst case, is O(m + n · √ m).
Selection and generation replacement strategy
Our implementation use rank-based selection as selection operator. This selection method produces better results on SPLP than other selection schemes. Especially large improvement is shown in comparison between experimental results for chosen selection and results for pure roulette selection. Those results concord with the direction in literature (see [4, 29] ). The rank decreases linearly from the best individual r best = 2.5 to the worst individual r worst = 0.712 by step of 0.012. The individuals are chosen with chance proportional to its rank, as can be seen in Figure 3 . The population size is N pop = 150 individuals. GA is implemented with steadystate replacement of generations by using elitist strategy. In every generation only 1/3 of population (50 individuals) is replaced and 2/3 of population (N elite = 100 individuals) remain from the previous generation. So, 50 worst ranked individuals in the population are replaced by the new ones. These new individuals (1/3 of population) are generated by means of the genetic operators crossover and mutation. Every elite individual is passed directly into the next generation, giving one copy of itself. To prevent undeserved domination of elite individuals over the population their fitness are decreased by formula (4):
QSort(population);
f i is average fitness in entire population. In this implementation duplicate individual strings are discarded, and more diversity of the population is maintained to avoid premature convergence. Particular individual is discarded by setting its fitness to zero. Therefore, the duplicate individual strings are not removed physically but their occurrence is discarded in next generation.
Crossover and mutation
The uniform crossover introduced by Syswerda in [28] is chosen. Uniform crossover uses randomly created crossover mask. If crossover mask contains 1 on specific bit position then the offspring's bit on that position will be copied from the first parent. Otherwise, if mask contains 0 on that bit position, then offspring's bit will be copied from the second parent, as shown in Figure 4 . A new crossover mask is generated for each pair of parents, with p unif probability bit equals 1, while 1 − p unif probability bit equals 0.
Crossover Figure 4 . Uniform crossover.
In our GA implementation, the crossover rate is p cross = 0.85, and probability of uniform crossover is p unif = 0.3. Thus, the crossover is performed for approximately 85% pairs of individuals, and about 30% of bits are exchanged. The differences in experimental results among crossover schemes (uniform, one-point, two-point, multi-point) are smaller than differences among selection schemes, but they are quite visible.
The simple mutation with rate (per bit) p mut = 0.005 is used. To provide faster execution, the simple mutation operator is performed by using a Gausian distribution. Let N mut = (N pop − N elite ) * p mut be an average number of mutations in population and
The number of mutations is generated by a random pick in Gausian (N mut , σ 2 ) distribution. After that, the positions of mutation sites in the population strings are randomly generated and their number being the same as the number of mutations. Only the muted genes are processed by this method, while the others are not. The number of muted genes is relatively small in comparison to entire population. On this way the run-time performance of a simple mutation operator is improved without changing its nature.
Parameters
First generation is randomly initialized, because the maximal diversity of the population is maintained in this way. The experiments have been carried out with initialization by some heuristics. In this case, fitness of the first generation got better, but heuristics produced worse gradient in the fitness function of subsequent generations and worse overall results.
Maximal number of generations is N gener = 2000, except in the case of largescale test instances MT, where is N gener = 4000. The finishing criterion is based on the number of consecutive generations with unchanged best individual. If that number exceeds value N repeat , given in formula (5), execution of GA is stopped.
for generated instance.
It is not possible to prove optimality of the obtained solution by GA. If the optimal solution is known in advance, it can be used for error measurement. In the case when optimal solution is not known in advance, the best-obtained solution by GA is used for error measurement.
Improving implementation of genetic algorithm by caching
The run-time performance of GA, in our implementation, is also improved by caching. The caching technique decreases run-rime of GA and has no influence on other GA aspects. The caching is used to avoid an attempt to compute the same objective value. During the first computation, objective values are remembered and reused later. If an objective value is computed for a particular string and the same string appears again, the cached values are used to avoid repetition of computing.
Two conditions are necessary for successful applying of caching GA:
• large evaluation time of objective value function;
• significant frequency of same strings in population over the generations.
SPLP has relatively slow function for computing objective value and fulfills the first condition. Although duplicate strings are discarded from population, the steady-state replacement of generations with elitist strategy provides appearance of some individuals in several subsequent generations. On this way the second condition is also satisfied and caching technique is significant in improving run time performance for our solution of SPLP.
Simple but effective Least Recently Used (LRU) caching strategy is implemented. The LRU strategy is applied through double hash table -a fast and powerful way for caching GA. Caching is performed with cache memory size of 5000 individual strings, i.e. approximately 1 MB of main memory. In practice, for all used SPLP test instances, run-time was significantly improved by caching GA. For detailed information about caching GA see [23] .
Computational results
Computer environment and test instances
GA is accomplished by a program written in ANSI C. The whole implementation is in character mode display; thus it is portable for all platforms (MS-DOS, UNIX, ...). The program is divided into two parts:
• Kernel of GA, containing common GA functions applicable for various problems; • Specific GA functions for SPLP, related to: I/O operations, initialization and objective value function. The problem instances 41-134 and A to C (used in this section) are taken from ORLIB [5] . Parameters of these instances are given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Parameters for SPLP instances taken from ORLIB.
The randomly generated large-scale SPLP instances MO, MP, MQ, MR, MS and MT are produced by authors. Input parameters for this generator are integers n, m, b min , b max and real numbers c min , c max , f min , f max . Particular values of those parameters are given in Table 2 .
The customer demands b i are randomly generated from interval [b min , b max ] and then members of transportation cost matrix, from interval [c min , c max ] multiplied by b i , are generated. After that, the sum S i = n j=1 c ij is computed for every facility i. The sum S i denotes a cumulative cost of all customer demands only from given facility. In the final phase, an inverse scaling into the interval [f min , f max ] is performed by the following formula:
This corresponds to some real situations, where smaller transportation costs c ij produce higher facility establishing cost f i , and vice versa. The instances, generated by input parameters (shown in Tab. 2), have a small number of useless facility sites (facility sites that have no chance to be established), and a very large number of suboptimal solutions. An implication of that fact is very difficult solving by dual based and other Branch-and-Bound techniques (see Tab. 4). In that case, elimination of useless facility sites is not enough, because there is very large number of suboptimal solutions. The testing process is carried out by PC compatible computer AMD 80486DX5 at 133 MHz with 64 MB of memory.
Experimental results
An effort has been made to compare performances of our GA implementation directly to the other ones, but the only one available is Erlenkotter's Dualoc algorithm described in [13] . We are especially grateful to him for providing his Dualoc code. Two variants of Dualoc are available:
• full implementation for finding optimal solution and • reduced heuristic that contains only Dual Ascent and Dual Adjustment phase without Branch-and-Bound (BnB). Both approaches are suitable for solving large-scale problem instances. The results of executing our GA implementation are summarized in Table 3 and can be compared to results of the other two methods given in Tables 4 and 5 .
The columns in Table 3 describe:
• names of SPLP instances;
• number of instances in group and number of executions for each of them;
• average number of generations necessary for finishing GA execution;
• average run-time in seconds; • quality of solutions, i.e. number of tests with optimal solution (or the bestobtained solution), and with relative error less than: 0.2%, 1% and over 1%. The optimal solution is not known for some SPLP instances (MR1, MR2, MS1-MS5 and MT1-MT5). In that case the best-obtained solution is reported instead of optimal one. In the Tables 2-4 optimal solutions are noted by Opt, while the best-obtained solutions are noted with BS.
Since genetic operators: selection, crossover and mutation are undeterministic, every problem instance should be run multiple times and an average value is computed. Tables 4 and 5 show names of problem instances in similar way, as well as number of runs, average number of Dualoc iterations, run-time in seconds, and average error of result compared to optimal solution. Note that original version of Dualoc always produces optimal solution if it finishes its execution regularly. In some SPLP instances (MS) execution is truncated after some time (about 200 min) because it is too long and the obtained results are quite bad. In that case the Dualoc produces solutions with more than 10% error in related to BS solutions obtained by GA.
All presented results of Dualoc in Table 4 are obtained through maximum/onepass dual improvement. The application is accomplished through the maximum improvement dual adjustment procedure at the initial (BnB) node and only once applied at subsequent nodes. The testing of Dualoc, with maximum dual improvement at all BnB nodes is also performed, but the obtained results are considerably worse and they are not presented. For detailed description of these variants of Dualoc see [13] and [21] . The results of testing for reduced Dualoc version are given in Table 5 . This heuristic contains only Dual Ascent and Dual Adjustment phase, without branching (BnB) phase. This method has a short run-time, but produces only a suboptimal solution, just like GA.
For MR problem instances optimal solution is known in some cases (MR3-MR5) and solution quality, for the reduced version of Dualoc, is calculated according to it. In other cases (MR1-MR2), the BS solutions obtained by GA are used for the calculation of solution quality.
Also, the optimal solutions (best-obtained solutions) have not been produced by GA in every running. Suboptimal solutions are obtained with relative error smaller than 1%. According to Table 3 , the number of appearance of suboptimal solutions is less than 1/3.
Comparison of results
As we can see from Tables 3-5, both versions of Dualoc are perfect for instances 41-134. The optimal solutions are obtained only in a few iterations. The execution time of GA implementation is approximately 80-300 times worse than Dualoc. This is a result obtained for the problem instances of relatively small size or with large number of useless facility sites.
For instances A-C, the original Dualoc is still better than GA, but the difference in run-time is significantly smaller (25.17 vs. 83.1 s). The reduced Dualoc quickly produces results, but quality of the obtained suboptimal solutions is not so good. The relative error is large in comparison to optimal solution (5.74%).
For all subsequent instances (MO-MS), the reduced Dualoc gives worse quality of solutions, with errors of 9.5% to 15.5%. That level of quality is unacceptable for practical purposes. Because of that the reduced Dualoc is omitted in the next comparisons. By increasing the instance size, run-time of reduced Dualoc increases considerably faster than GA run-time.
In the case of instances MO-MQ with medium size and a small number of useless facility sites, the original Dualoc and GA produce optimal solutions, but runtime of GA is 5-80 times better. Speedup is more than 500 times for MR instances and we believe that speedup for instances MS and MT increases exponentially with instance size.
The obtained result might be explained by presenting nature of the GA and Dualoc.
The Dualoc algorithm performs BnB search and produces the optimal solution having an exponential complexity. The Dualoc algorithm is useful for the problem instances with relatively small number of suboptimal solutions near the optimal one. In that case, the useless facility sites are eliminated implicitly and the search space is reduced only on small number of useful facility sites. For that reason the solution is obtained very quickly. However, for the problem instances with a small number of useless facilities and a large number of suboptimal solutions, the search space is very large. Therefore, Dualoc makes small improvement in every BnB iteration with large overall run-time.
GA is a robust technique for solving NP-hard problems (see [10] ) and large number of suboptimal solutions is a good stepping-stone to reach optimal value. The individuals of a population quickly obtain near optimal values and by their recombination the optimal solution is reached. On the contrary, a small number of near optimal solutions implies a slow producing of individuals near to optimal values. After a lot of iterations, only few individuals have near-optimal values and it is difficult to obtain optimal solution by recombination.
Similarly to Körkel's PDLOC memory requirement, GA implementation is about 2 times smaller than Dualoc. For example, for 1000 × 1000 instances GA implementation allocated approximately 12 MB memory, but Dualoc allocated 24MB.
Comparison with the other implementations
The other implementations, except Dualoc, have not been available for direct performance comparison. Indirectly, we can make some conclusions according to the accessible information in particular papers.
Quite different techniques for solving SPLP are demonstrated by algorithms used in [7, 18, 19] . The experimental results presented in these papers are better than Dualoc (in some cases), but the speedup is small. In the papers [7, 18] , only results for SPLP instances with small size (up to 100 × 100) are presented.
From [2] one can see that simulated annealing method produces good solutions, but in run-time significantly longer than the other methods.
Körkel's PDLOC algorithm, described in [21] , is more recent and more sophisticated than Dualoc. This commercial product practically has been unavailable for us. Adopting the test results shown in [21] , we can conclude that PDLOC generates solutions 10-100 times faster than Dualoc.
Conclusion
A GA implementation for solving simple plant location problem is explored. During the testing process, experiments are carried out with several variants of selection and crossover. We conclude that rank-based selection and uniform crossover provided the best performances. Binary representation of facility sites provides the successful performances of GA. The objective value function is efficiently implemented and strengthened by caching GA.
Our implementation is especially convenient for SPLP instances with more than 1000 facility locations and customers. This approach is recommended for the largescale problem instances with the small number of useless facility sites. For such instances the other methods for solving SPLP have poor performances, i.e. only the GA implementation produces qualitative solutions in reasonably short runtime.
The research presented in this paper can be improved, generalized and extended in several directions:
• testing of our approach for larger size problem instances (more than 2000 facilities and customers) on powerful computers; • hybridizing of GA with the other methods for solving SPLP; • upgrading of used genetic algorithm with ability to verify optimal solution; • parallelizing of the genetic algorithm for distributed and multiprocessor systems; • applying our approach to the other related location problems: p-median, capacitated facility location, dynamic facility location, multi-product uncapacitated facility location and data file location/allocation problems.
Special thanks are due to Donald Erlenkotter, for providing his Dualoc code for performance comparison.
